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Laws of sound Change
In 1814, Rasmus Rask, a Danish linguist, found out that

there are some relationships amongst cognates in a
number of Indo-European languages.

He also established the premises that paved the path of
the emergence of historical-comparative-methods in
historical linguistics.

• He wrote:
When agreement is found in [the most essential] words in two
languages, and so frequently that rules may be drawn up
for the shift in letters [sounds] from one to another, then
there is a fundamental relationship between the two
languages; especially when similarities in the influential
system and in the general make-up of the two languages
correspond with them.

Rask worked without accessing the data from Sanskrit. 
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The first comparative linguistic analysis of Sanskrit, Greek,
Persian and the Germanic languages was done by the
German scholar Franz Bopp in 1816.

In 1822, another German scholar, Jacob Grimm, extended
Rask’s observations.

He has the credit to be the first person to explain the
relationship amongst the cognates noted by Rask in terms of
sound shift.

This sound shift was about a systematic modification of a
series of phonemes. Some of the correspondences on which
Grimm based his work are:

Sanskrit Greek Latin English

pita pate ̄r pater father

trayas treis trēs three

s van = श्वन ् kyon canis hound / dog 2



So, if we pay attention to the table given in the previous
slide, we would say that Grimm's law is about a set of
sound change describing the PIE stops as they came to
exist in Proto-Germanic.

It establishes a set of regular correspondences between
early Germanic stops and fricatives and the stop
consonants of some other centum Indo-European
languages (such as Latin and Greek).

So, Grimm's Law refers to the systematic study and
categorization of the consonant shifts that occurred
between PIE and Proto-Germanic and eventually in
English

As it is presently formulated, Grimm's Law consists of
three parts, which must be thought of as the three
consecutive phases with regard to a chain-shift .

1.PIE voiceless stops change into voiceless fricatives.
2.PIE voiced stops become voiceless stops. 3



3.PIE voiced aspirated stops become voiced stops.

In most Germanic languages the voiced fricatives become
voiced stops.

• The chain shift can be abstractly represented as:

• bʰ → b → p → f

• dʰ → d → t → θ

• gʰ → g → k → x

• Here each sound moves one position to the right to
take on its new sound value.

Grimm's Law: a series of changes for the stops from PIE to Proto-Germanic:

1. voiceless stops (p, t, k) > voiceless fricatives (f, q, h(x) )

2. voiced stops (b, d, g) > voiceless stops (p, t, k)

3. voiced aspirated stops (bh, dh, gh) > voiced plain stops (b, d, g).
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1. voiceless stops (p, t, k) > voiceless fricatives (f, , h(x))

2. voiced stops (b, d, g) > voiceless stops (p, t, k)
3. voiced aspirated stops (bh, dh, gh) > voiced stops (b, d, g).

Grimm's law is also known as the First Germanic Sound Shift
and it is mostly presented as a set of statements which 
claims that:
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• in the first stage
/p/ (voiceless bilabial stop) became /f/ (voiceless labio-dental
fricative)
/t/ (voicless alveolar stop) became // (voiceless interdental

fricative)
/k/ (voicless velar stop) became /h/ (voiceless velar fricative)
* in the second stage
/b/ (voiced bilabial stop) became /p/ (voiceless bilabial stop)
/ ð / (voiced alveolar stop) became /t/ (voiceless alveolar stop)
/g/ (voiced velar stop) became /k/ (voiceless velar stop)
• in the third stage
/bh/ (voiced bilabial aspirate) became /b/ (voiced bilabial stop)
/dh/ (voiced alveolar aspirate) became /ð/ (voiced interdental

stop)
/gh/ (voiced velar aspirate) became /g/ (voiced velar stop)
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1. Grimm’s law

2. Grimm’s law:
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3. Grimm’s law

Some more examples:
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Places where Grimm’s law does not apply:
Direct borrowing of words after the consonant shift occurred:
Pedestrian, from Latin pedes, pronounced pedestrian, not  fedestrian

Tenuous, from Latin tenuis, pronounced tenuous, not  thenuous

Canal, from Latin canalis, pronounced canal, not hanal
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Grassmann's Law:

Grassman’s law is about the sound change in Indo-
European linguistics.

It is also known as a case of regular dissimilation in
Greek and Sanskrit where in roots with two
aspirated stops, the first dissimilates to an un-
aspirated stop.

These are voiced aspirated stops in Sanskrit and
voiceless aspirated stops in Greek.

For example:

Sanskrit bhabhuva * > babhuva* 'became’

Greek phéphuka* > péphuka 'converted‘
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Greek examples which are cited very frequently showing
Grassmann's Law in action are:

trikh-ós 'hair'(genitive singular)
tréph-o* 'I rear (nourish, cause to grow)'
trekh-o* 'I walk’.
Greek trikhós 'hair' (genitive singular) comes from earlier
*thrikh-ós, to which Grassmann's Law has applied to
dissimilate the /th/ because of the following aspirated
/kh/ (*th . . . kh > t . . . kh).

Similarly, trépho* 'I rear' is from *thréph-o*, where
*th . . . ph > t . . . ph.

However, thrík-s (nominative singular) and thrép-s-o* 'I
will rear' or even threk-s-o 'I will walk’ are some of the
examples where Grassmann’s law does not apply.

The explanation for this is given as follows:
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The thrík-s 'hair (nominative singular) is from a form *thrikh-s.

In this example /kh/ lost its aspiration after the suffix ‘-s’ (the
nominative singular ending) (*khs > ks).

Rule: khk/ #____s

Thus, due to an earlier sound change that is credited to the
grammatical need of the language, Grassmann's Law did not
apply in this form.

Meaning the first voiceless aspirated stop can not change into
un-aspirated one as the environment for Grassmann’s Law is
marred by an earlier sound change in the language.

This left initial /th/ to remain aspirated, since there was no
longer a sequence of two aspirates in the same root which
would cause the first to dissimilate and lose its aspiration.

Similarly, in thrépso 'I will rear' (from *thréph-s-o) *phs > ps, and
with no second aspirated consonant (no longer a ph but now
only p), the th remained aspirated in this word.
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Verner's law,  in 1875, desribes a historical sound change

which helped him/us to account for the irregularities that 

are noticed in applying Grimm's law. 

When Grimm's Law was applied as a rule for sound change, a

strange irregularity was spotted in its operation.

The Proto-Indo-European (PIE) voiceless stops *p, *t and *k

should have changed into Proto-Germanic *f, * [θ] and *h

or [x], according to Grimm's Law.

However, there appeared to be a large set of words in which

the agreement of Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, Baltic, Slavic etc.

guaranteed PIE *p, *t or *k, and yet the Germanic reflex

was voiced (*b, *d or *g).
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At first, irregularities did not cause concern for scholars since
there were many examples of the regular outcome.

However, it became the ambition of linguists later to
formulate general and exception-less rules of sound change
that would account for all the data, not merely for a well-
behaved subset of it.

He observed that the voicing of voiceless stops and
fricatives(Campbell:1998; Pp 145) occurred when they were
non-word-initial and when the vowel preceding them
carried no stress in PIE.

In general, his law claims that:
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* /f/ (voiceless labiodental fricative) became /b/ (voiced bilabial stop)

* // (voiceless interdental fricative) became /d/ (voiced alveolar stop)

* /h/ (voiceless velar fricative) became /g/ (voiced velar stop)

* /s/ (voiceless alveolar stop) became /r/ (alveolar trill)



The above table illustrates the sound changes
according to Verner’s law.

In the bottom row, for each pair, the sound on the
right represents the sound changed according to
Verner's Law.

One classic example of PIE *t > PGmc *d is the word
for 'father'. PIE *phatēr > PGmc *fadēr (instead of
expected *faēr).
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PIE *p *t *k
*s

Grimm *f *θ *x

Verner *f *v *θ *ð *x *ɣ *s *z/r



The structurally similar family term *bʱrātēr 'brother' did
indeed develop as predicted by Grimm's Law (Gmc.
*brōēr).

Surprisingly, we often find both * and *d as reflexes of

PIE *t in different forms of one and the same root.
For example: *wer- 'turn', would be used in

preterite(simple past tense) as *war 'he turned', but

preterite plural and past participle *wurd- (plus
appropriate inflections).

Karl Verner was the first scholar who noticed the factor
that explained the distribution of the two outcomes.

He observed that apparently unexpected voicing of
voiceless stops occurred if they were non-word-initial
and if the vowel preceding them carried no stress in PIE.
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The original location of stress was often retained in
Greek and early Sanskrit, though in Germanic
languages, the stress eventually became fixed on
the initial (root) syllable of all words.

The crucial difference between *pātḗr and *bʱrāt́ēr
was therefore one of second-syllable versus first-
syllable stress (cf. Sanskrit pitā́ versus bhrāt́ā).

The *wer- / *wurd- contrast is likewise explained
with the help of the stress on the root versus stress
on the inflectional suffix (leaving the first syllable
unstressed).

There are also other alternations suggested by Verner,
as illustrated by Modern German words such as
ziehen | zogen 'draw' < PGmc. *tiuh- | *tug- 'lead'.
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There is a spin off from Verner's Law: the rule accounts
also for PGmc *z as the development of PIE *s in some
words.

Since this *z changed to *r in the Scandinavian languages
and in West Germanic languages, Verner's Law resulted
in alternation of *s and *r in some inflectional
paradigms, known as grammatischer Wechsel
(Grammatical change).

For example, the Old English verb ceosan 'choose' had the
past plural form curon and the past participle (ge)coren
< *kius- | *kuz- < *ǵéus- | *ǵus- 'taste, try'.

It is often said that we would have retained chorn for
chosen in Modern English if the consonantal shell of
choose and chose had not been morphologically
leveled .

That’s all 
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